
Stewards Notes  

Stewards 
Veterinary Surgeon 

J Jones, M Herrmann, R Dalton, S Volbrecht 
Dr. G Moore 

    

   

-A swab sample was taken from the winner HOPE’S BEAU. 
-FOX GAMBLER and RIP IT RALPH were slow to begin. On the turn into the back straight MARCO LEE checked around the heels of 
ALPHA AION. 
                

    Maiden 
   

-A swab sample was taken from the winner DYNA QUIRE. 
-On the first turn WOODSIDE RAMBO moved out as HILLTOP TALES moved down checking STITCH ‘EM CILLA between them. There 
were no further racing incidents to report. 
                

     

    

-LIKA MISSILE was slow to begin. Shortly after the start JUST RUBY moved down checking OUR BRO PEDRO. Approaching the first turn 
WOODSIDE KING ran onto the heels of a dragged down JUST RUBY. Along the back straight JUST RUBY ran wide. On the turn off the 
back straight CEE ME TURBO moved out checking STITCH ‘EM ERIC then shortly CEE ME TURBO moved out checking STITCH ‘EM 
ERIC. On the turn into the home straight JUST RUBY ran wide. Along the home straight OUR BRO PEDRO and WOODSIDE KING came 
together and bumped. 
-JUST RUBY was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED. 
                

     

   

-Approaching the turn into the home straight on the final occasion SAN TAN SAM moved out checking SPRING SPINNER causing SPRING 
SPINNER to fall.  SPRING SPINNER regained its footing and went on to complete the course. 
-SPRING SPINNER was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED. 
                

     

   

-KLAIN CHASER was slow to begin. On the first turn DYNA QUAIL moved out checking DASHING HOPE then shortly after MADAM ONYX 
ran onto the heels of DASHING HOPE. Entering the back straight BREEMELIA SWIFT ran onto the heels of and dragged down STITCH 
‘EM QUICK. Along the back straight WATERLOO KATE ran wide. Along the home straight WATERLOO KATE ran wide. 
-STITCH ‘EM QUICK was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED. 
                

     

   

-GAME OVER was slow to begin. On the first turn CAIRNLEA JET moved down checking SPRINGVALE CHOIX. Along the back straight 
ABUZZ ran wide. On the turn into the home straight APEX WITHIN ran wide. Along the home straight ABUZZ ran wide. 
                

     

   

-A swab sample was taken from the winner VICTOR DORA. 
-On the first turn HARBORMASTER moved down checking FANTASTIC CHIEF then shortly after JAY’S ACE moved down making contact 
with VICTOR DORA causing JAY’S ACE to lose ground.  MR. ARJAY moved out checking FANTASTIC CHIEF which then continued out 
checking JAY’S ACE. Along the back straight HARBORMASTER was wide. Along the home straight HARBORMASTER was wide. 
 
 
 
 
 



                

     

   

-A swab sample was taken from the winner FABWIK. 
-On the first turn RACHEL ZANE moved down checking BOGIE BULLET and SPRING BRIDGE. There were no further racing incidents to 
report. 
                

     

   

-A swab sample was taken from the winner BIG COL PROSSER. 
-At the winning post on the first occasion BIG COL PROSSER moved out checking HUKANUI. There were no further racing incidents to 
report. 
                

     

   

-Shortly after the start CHILE ALLEN moved down checking LOVE MADE ME and SHAE’S MAGIC. On the first turn SHAE’S MAGIC 
checked around the heels of LOVE MADE ME. Along the home straight HUBBITY BUBBITY appeared to have cramped. 
-HUBBITY BUBBITY was vetted after the race and was reported by the on-course vet TO HAVE SEVERELY CRAMPED. Trainer Mr K. 
MURNANE was advised that under GAR71, HUBBITY BUBBITY will be required to complete a satisfactory trial over a similar distance prior 
to being eligible to compete further or be nominated for any event. 
                

    

 

   

-A swab sample was taken from the winner ROCKOON. 
-There were no racing incidents to report. 
                

    

   

-Shortly after the start JEANNIE SHIRAZ moved down checking NOD YA HEAD. On the first turn ST. REGIS moved out taking SPIDER 
REGIS and NOD YA HEAD wide. On the turn into the back straight SPIDER REGIS moved out checking NOD YA HEAD. On the turn off 
the back straight BROTHER GRIFF moved down checking STITCH ‘EM ROSEY. On the turn into the home straight LILLY AN’ PAGE 
moved out bumping JEANNIE SHIRAZ. 
                

INJURIES NIL   

HUMANELY 
EUTHANISED 

NIL   

FATALITIES  NIL   

SWABS HOPE’S BEAU (R1) 
DYNA QUIRE (R2) 

VICTOR DORA (R7) 
FABWIK (R8) 

BIG COL PROSSER (R9) 
ROCKOON (R11) 

SUSPENSIONS HUBBITY BUBBITY SEVERE CRAMP 1 STAT 

FINES ISSUED Mrs. L RASMUSSEN NO CATCHER (GAR 48) $20 
 


